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Abstract

In LMFBR, whole core meltdown accident falls in residual risk category. Propagation
of a local fault to whole core, however, needs attention.

Subassembly accidents are divided into two categories, Design Basis and Beyond
Design Basis accidents. Design Basis is further classified into four categories. All events
affecting fuel pin performance are identified and categorised. Total Instantaneous
Blockage has been identified as the envelope of all local faults and categorised as BDB
event and the safety objective is to demonstrate that no damage will propagate beyond six
neighbouring SA. A core catcher has been provided for retention of core debris and cooling
it by natural convection.

Local blockages may be active and passive. Active blockages can be detected by DND
signal. For passive blockages, detection is difficult. Hence, development of a finite volume
computer code based on the porous body formulation has been undertaken to define the
maximum allowable defect Experimental programmes have been undertaken to
understand blockage mechanism, define maximum credible defect and the thermal-
hydraulic behaviour of SA with local blockages. Also an experimental programme with a
totally blocked SA with a bundle of heated pins has been undertaken to understand the
behaviour of the SA.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fast reactor core is characterised by tight spacing of fuel pins, high power density and
high burnup. This has led to a conceptual study on the blockage formation and its
propagation. The whole core melt-down accident in fast reactor due to global causes have
been made improbable due to high quality design, highly reliable and diversified safety
systems, very good heat transport capability of liquid sodium under natural convection during
Safety Grade Decay Heat Removal (SGDHR) and favourable inherent feed back mechanism.
However, it is recognised that a local meltdown accident due to any fault in the subassembly
(SA) level may propagate leading to whole core accident. Hence, understanding of local
blockage phenomena is very much important for the operation of commercial fast reactors.
Because of the presence of large number of pins, the probability of local blockage formation
increases. Even if any local blockage is detected, it is preferable to operate the reactor until a
scheduled shutdown to obtain high availability factor. Such operation with a local blockage is
possible only if the consequences are small and known.

If a local fault reaches a critical size at a given coolant flow rate, it may cause local
sodium boiling, dry-out and melting of pin cladding and fuel. The consequences could be
either a non-energetic dispersion of the fault or accumulation of larger amount of molten
material with the possibility of a fast coolant vaporisation, pressure generation and fast
damage propagation to the whole fuel SA. The effect of the local faults on the reactor safety
depends on several factors: size and thermo-physical properties of blockages, its location in
the SA, fuel pin power and coolant velocity in the SA.
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This paper discusses about the design approach to the local blockages for PFBR, 500
MWe, which is under design and focuses attention on the area for future studies.

2. SAFETY CLASSIFICATION

The main emphasis is here on the accident prevention rather than accident containment.
Hence, it is prudent to optimise the safety provisions with regard to probable events rather
than being concerned with hypothetical events. The SA accidents are divided into two major
categories as follows:

• Design Basis (DB) accidents (frequency >10'6 per year)

• Beyond Design Basis (BDB) accidents (frequency < 10'6 per year).

The DB events are further classified into four categories.

A typical list of events considered to affect the fuel SA and classified into four categories
is shown in fig. 1.

Design Basis Events

[ Power operation
Category I <J Shut down

Start up
Power changes

Reactor scram
LOR
Clad failure

Category II

Category III

Inadvertent control rod withdrawal
Argon bubbles
Secondary circuit voiding
Loss of off-site power

Seizure of primary sodium pump
Fuel Sa drop during handling
Station blackout

Category IV f Maximum credible blockage
[ Rupture of the primary inlet pipe

Beyond Design Basis Accident

• Total instantaneous blockage of single SA at inlet
• Core voiding.

Main DBE for fuel design.

Fig.l
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From designer's point of view, it is necessary to define admissible damage levels in the
fuel pin under different categories of event. These are

• No fuel pin failure up to design life time under category I and II;

• No loss of cladding integrity under category III for a single event;

Clad failure is admissible under category IV events, however, coolable geometry of the
SA should be retained.

While detailed structural analysis is required to check the cladding integrity under various
categories of events, usually temperature limits are defined from thermo-hydraulics
considerations. These design limits are shown below.

Table I - Design limits for Fuel Pin.

Event

Category I

Category II

Category III

Category IV

Coolant

No boiling

No boiling

No boiling

No boiling

Clad midwall
Temperature (K)

973

1073

1173

1473

Fuel

No melting

No melting

10% radial volume melting in
maximum rated pin at active core
mid-plane.

50% radial volume melting in
maximum rated pin at active core
mid-plane.

Though it would be possible to show that coolant temperatures beyond boiling point may
be admissible, it is prudent to keep the limit as the boiling point. This philosophy is strongly
supported by the well-known DFR experiments in which even severe boiling conditions for
extended periods did not induce fuel pin failure or caused only limited damage to the fuel
pins[l].

3. DESIGN APPROACH

In the design approach, the availability of fault detection system and preventive action are
assumed in limiting the consequences to the desired level. For the first two categories of
events (I and II), it is necessary to consider all types of events including number of
occurrences in the design lifetime and to show that the structural damage is within limits to
ensure the integrity of fuel pins. For the latter two categories (III and IV), since design
lifetime is not guaranteed, it is usually sufficient to consider the severest accident that is
credible to demonstrate the design adequacy.

The strategy towards the local blockage is to divide the fault into two categories of
accidents:

• Design Basis (DB) and

. Beyond Design Basis (BDB)
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The DB strategy comprises of the following

a) Identification of initiating faults, their frequency and all their potential consequences;

b) Definition of Maximum Allowable Defect (MAD) limits taking into account protection
systems;

c) Specification of Lines of Defence (LOD) to detect, mitigate and safely terminate the
event;

d) Determination that the Maximum Credible Damage (MCD) that may occur;

e) Demonstration of MCD < MAD, taking the LOD's and uncertainties into account.

If this goal (i.e. MCD < MAD) is not achieved, design and/or protection system is to be
improved.

Since, clad melting may lead to material relocation, the design MAD is chosen to be no
clad melting. Wherever small margin exists between boiling and dry-out, this limits means no
sodium boiling. This is required to maintain coolable geometry.

In principle, BDB strategy is similar to that of DB strategy. The safety objective is to
demonstrate that with a MAD, no damage will propagate beyond six neighbouring
subassemblies. This limit is drawn based on SCRABEE series of experiment [2].

4. MECHANISMS OF LOCAL BLOCKAGE

Any single SA incident that leads to the disturbance of the design power-to-flow rate ratio
requires serious attention. Particular attention has been given for LMFBR safety analysis to
cooling disturbances caused by local blockages within a fuel SA. The general aim of these
studies is to
• Define the temperature profile behind the blockages as a function of flow, power, leakage

flow through the blockage and inlet temperature,
• Establish the margin between the onset of boiling and onset of dry-out behind the

blockages and characterise the types of boiling events,
• Collect the data for validating codes

Pinpoint the limitation of the detection limits of blockages in relation to the measuring
devices,

. Demonstrate whether the blocked SA can be cooled during power operation and by natural
convection.

Local blockages may be initiated due to the following reasons:

a) Fuel loading error,

b) Failure of spacers,

c) Pin thermal deformation, pin swelling, bundle deformation,

d) Foreign materials left during construction, loose parts from structures, chemical products
during operation,

e) Fragments from failed fuel.

Protection against SA plugging is provided at two levels, in design and safety action. The
scenario with respect to protection against SA plugging is illustrated in fig. 2.
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The mechanisms and history of blockage formation in a SA are only phenomenologically
known. Pin deformation, transport of debris to the pin-bundle from the coolant circuit and
getting lodged forming local blockage represent different mechanisms. This leads to different
size, shape and physical property of the blockage. Even the geometry of the pin-bundle affects
the nature of blockage formation. Experiments with pin-bundle having grid spacer indicate
that the extension of blockages generated by trapped debris are generally small in axial
direction, but can be spread over a large radial area. The critical size of particle for blockage
formation is reported to be 0.9-1 mm, below which no blockage is expected. However, for
wire-wrapped pin-bundle, such type of blockage is unlikely. A failed wire wrap or debris
accumulation in a wire wrapped SA would lead to a long thin blockage. French study with
ABACUS [3] programme reveals that the debris is essentially trapped at the bottom of the
bundle. The debris concentration decreases from the bottom of the bundle due to the screening
effect of the wire wrap. In no case more than one or two adjacent subchannels are expected to
be blocked. Further growth is expected in the axial direction. Japanese [4] study in the
formation of local blockage due to foreign materials revealed that the formation and growth of
blockage strongly depends of particle diameter. The propagation of a subchannel blockage to
the adjoining subchannels is practically impossible. Most of the blockages were observed at
the inlet length, thereby indicating that blockage formation at the active core portion is
unrealistic. The resulting blockage would be highly porous. For PFBR, the length of bottom
plenum together with the bottom axial blanket is about 1 m. Hence, most of the external
debris is expected to be deposited in this length. Since, there is no heat generation, the effect
of the blockage formation in this portion will have little effect.

An analysis of available data reveals that in the case of cladding failure of one pin, the
amount of material available is insufficient for global blockage formation. At the same time, a
large blockage in the fast reactor can occur only as a result of fuel release from the pin failure.
An oil ingress incident in the primary circuit has been reported in PFR and BN-600. The
debris generated due to oil ingress then can be transported by sodium and gets lodged in SA
causing partial blockage. Such an event has been reported in PFR [5].

A temperature drifting phenomena was observed in KNK-II[6]. The investigations had
indicated large areas of depositions structured like rough plasters on the fuel rods. These
deposits changed the resistance, which explains the temperature changes at the outlet of the
fuel element.

As a whole, blockages can be classified as local covering a few channels or gross covering
multi-channel region. Blockages can be active consisting of fuel debris, and non-active
formed by foreign particles and will be highly porous resulting in high leakage flow. The inlet
of the pin-bundle acts as the screen and most of the blockages due to external debris are
formed at the inlet only. Blockage formation due to external debris in the active core region is
unlikely and the same assumption is highly conservative. The rate of blockage growth would
be very slow.

5. THERMO-HYDRAULIC BEHAVIOUR OF LOCAL BLOCKAGES

Both experimental, in-pile and out-of-pile and theoretical investigations has been carried
out to understand the thermo-hydraulic behaviour of a SA with local blockages. Most of the
earlier out-of-pile experiments were carried out with planar blockages covering several
subchannels both central and edge. Because of the design of SA, such type of blockage
formation is unrealistic. However, these experiments throw insight on the inadequacy of the
measurement systems for the inactive blockages and thermo-hydraulic behaviour behind the
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blockages. For a blockage covering 30% of the flow area, the flow reduction in the SA is
~ 1 % , while the temperature rise across the blockage is -310 K leading to sodium boiling[7].
Also, the smallest detectable blockage by temperature monitoring is 49% for edge blockage
and 60% for the internal blockage.

The blockage mechanism experiments for external debris reveals that the blockage
formation by particles always starts at high porosity corresponding to a high leakage flow.
This leakage flow greatly influences the length of the reverse flow and hence, the temperature
fields. Even a small leakage flow reduces a temperature rise of the coolant and that of fuel
element behind the blockage. For example, for a leakage flow > 4%, the peak temperature
decreases sharply reaching about half of its maximum value as the reverse flow disappears.

In-pile local blockage experiments, MOL 7C series, have been performed in BR2 reactor
at SCK/Belgium[8]. The particular objective of these experiments was to investigate the
consequences of local faults and the response of Delayed Neutron Detector (DND) to such
fault. The burn up of fuel pins was one of the parameter of the test. The conclusions drawn
from these experimental results are

In spite of the severe local damages the reminder of the bundle was still in a coolable
state,

No energetic Molten Fuel Coolant Interaction (MFCI),

Clad failure before clad melting,

High earlier DND signals, far exceeding the usually trip level,

If a similar situation occurred in a reactor, automatic shutdown would have been initiated
after a time delay of ~15 s due to transportation time of sodium from the core to DND.

Although the analysis of available experimental results has allowed to evaluate rough
thermo-hydraulic characteristics of the blockages, additional systematic studies are required
with porous and heat generating blockages. Also, there is little data available related to
smaller blockages. Most of the data were obtained for blocked SA of smooth pins. However,
the hydrodynamic characteristics of the blockage in the wake region will appreciably differ in
the case of SA with wire-wrap due to higher lateral heat and momentum exchange.

6. TOTAL ONSTANTANEOUS BLOCKAGE (TIB)

TIB is defined as an instantaneous blockage at the inlet of fuel SA at nominal operating
condition. TIB is considered as an envelope of all small blockages, which could evolve. The
primary objective is to demonstrate that consequences of TIB does not cause melting to
propagate beyond six immediate neighbouring SA. The SCRABEE[2,8] tests for fresh fuel
indicate that

No significant fuel injection from the fissile zone and, consequently, automatic end of the
accident by fuel dispersion is ruled out,
High heat transfer from boiling pool,
Rapid melt-through of the hexcan and symmetrical propagation,
No energetic MFCI, and
No systematic DND signal from blocked SA.

In any case, a delayed neutron signal can be assumed as soon as there is a penetration into
the inter-assembly. This signal triggers the scram after a time delay of-10-30 s. The main
question is to know how far the melt propagates in this time and whether the resulting debris
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can be successfully cooled at decay heat levels. With irradiated fuel, the important phenomena
might be different.

A core catcher, an in-vessel core debris retention device, has been provided in PFBR for
Post-Accident-Heat-Removal (PHAR) of the core debris resulting from BDB event of TIB of
a single fuel SA by natural convection. It is designed to cover any fuel SA loaded up to in-
vessel spent fuel storage location.

7. R&D ACTIVITIES IN IGCAR

7.1 Analytical

A 3-D computer code development for studying the thermo-hydraulic behaviour of fuel
SA is under progress. A porous body formulation has been adopted in which rod bundles are
represented by defining volume porosity, surface permeability, distributed resistance and heat
source. A cell centred collocated finite volume method is formulated for non-orthogonal
meshes. Equations are written in Cartesian co-ordinates and are discretised in physical plane.
First order upwind and Quick scheme as a deferred correction to the first order upwind are
used for the treatment of convective fluxes, while second order central differencing is
employed for diffusive fluxes. In order to avoid decoupling between pressure and velocity a
special interpolation technique is used when computing the mass fluxes at cell faces. The
pressure correction equation is obtained by the SIMPLE algorithm. In order to accelerate the
convergence rate, the preconditioned conjugate gradient square method is used in the solution
of the algebraic equations. At present 2-D version of the code has been validated against
benchmark problems and experimental results for laminar flows and natural convection
studies. It, also, has been applied to complex geometries like flow over a single cylinder,
across banks of staggered cylinders, eccentric cylinder placed in a cavity, natural convection
studies in a porous medium. Once developed, the code will be used to define MAD in addition
to find out thermo-hydraulic behaviour of fuel SA with non-nominal geometry.

For predicting the thermo-hydraulic behaviour of totally blocked SA at the inlet, another
computer code is under development. This code takes into account the presence of
neighbouring SA receiving full flow by the way of prescribing suitable convective boundary
conditions. The code is based on porous medium approach. This finite volume code is
formulated for orthogonal meshes. Staggered grid arrangement is employed to avoid
decoupling between pressure and velocity. SIMPLE algorithm is used for obtaining pressure
correction equation. The code will be validated against the experimental results.

7.2 Experimental

There is a need for obtaining a good insight into the SA behaviour under possible
abnormal conditions. Towards this end following experimental programmes have been
undertaken.

7.2.1 Blockage mechanism studies,

The objectives of these studies are
• general characterisation of the flow blockages in SA with helical spacer wire as a function

of location, and properties of material of blockage;
• to study the size distribution of particles that induce blockage;
• to study the effect of the ratio of wire-wrap pitch to the wire diameter on the blockages;
• to study propagation/progression of blockages as a function of time; and
• to define MCD for PFBR SA.
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Fig. 3 shows the experimental set up. The test will be conducted with i) 61 pin bundle
with 5.1 mm pin diameter and 0.76 mm wire diameter and ii) 37 pin bundle with 6.6 mm pin
diameter and 1.65 mm wire diameter. The pin bundle length is fixed at 600 mm.
Demineralised water at 60°C will be circulated in the test loop form storage tank Tl. The
pump is rated at 7 kg/cm2 discharge pressure with a maximum flow of 25 m3/h. The test SA is
supported in a sleeve mounted in tank T2 which also houses the debris injection system (fig.
4) to introduce particles of required size and material. The hexcan of the test section is made
of transparent material for video-graphing the blockage formation and observing the flow
distribution behind the blockage. A filter at the downstream of the test section is provided to
prevent carry over of the injected debris to the other parts of the loop. Measurement would
include pressure drop across the test section, flow rate, flow noise etc.

It is also planned to simulate the flow/freezing behaviour of molten fuel within SA with
tin melted in situ and study relocation behaviour.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR FLOW BLOCKAGE STUDIES

Fig-3
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Filter (To trap the debris)

•>—Test sub-assembly for flow blockage
studies

Test assembly support tank
lz 700 mm dia.,700mm ht.)

-Debris injection system

D,M. WATER IN

TEST SECTION FOR FLOW BLOCKAGE

Fig- U

7.2.2 Flow blockage studies.

Although the SA are checked for blockages in the Fresh SA Inspection Facility before
loading into reactor, there is a finite chance that a blocked SA is loaded into the reactor.
During low power operation, this can be detected by temperature monitoring. However,
during start up of the reactor, the core temperature monitoring is initiated only above a certain
power level to avoid spurious scram. It is necessary to ensure that the total blockage in a fresh
SA, which is loaded in the refuelling campaign preceding start up, does not lead to melt down
below the detection threshold. This requires data on the heat transfer from the blocked SA to
its neighbouring SA.

Hence, an experimental programme with a totally blocked SA has been undertaken with
the following objectives

Assessment of steady state heat transfer from a blocked SA to the neighbouring SA taking
into account natural convection inside the blocked SA;

• Establishment of the reactor power level beyond which the SA temperature monitoring is
necessary;

• Evolution of transient temperature in the blocked SA in all details and the transient
temperature distribution in the adjacent SA; and

• Validation of the computer codes.
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Experiments will be conducted with both water and liquid sodium. In water experiment,
detailed temperature v/s time history will be made under the following conditions:

• Water flow is blocked initially;
. The steady water flow in the SA stopped suddenly.

Water experiments will be carried out with local blockages also. In sodium experiment,
sodium will be filled in the S A and sealed. Only the behaviour of the totally blocked S A will
be studied.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental set-up proposed for the above experiments. The test section
has a length of about 950 mm. The hexagonal tube with width-across-flats(inside) of 47.8 mm
will contain either 19 heater pins of 8 mm diameter or 37 heater pins of 6 mm diameter.

WATER

AIR

«49 .8 WAF

( 4 ) T -

HEATER

CERAMIC
"PARTICLES

B130 WAF

0250

J
8300
0400
0450

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR

BLOCKAGE STUDIES

WATER

FIG. 5
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Thermocouples of 1.5 mm will be used as spacer wires. Heat removal by the liquid sodium
flowing through the neighbouring SA will be simulated by blowing compressed air through
packed bed with a maximum flow rate of 0.1 kg/s. For water experiment, the water flow rate
through the test section will be 40 litres/min.

Measurement of temperature will be done at three levels in the test section. Other
measurements would include upstream water and air flow, temperatures at both upstream and
downstream and the pressure drop across packed bed.

8. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive design approach is followed in PFBR to mitigate the effects of local
blockages.

Both analytical and experimental programmes has been under taken to address the
problems concerning the blockages in the fuel SA and to understand and analyse the thermo-
hydraulic behaviour of the SA under these condition.
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